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Abstract
Recent surges in suburbanization, population growth, and conservation
funding have transformed the conservation landscape across the United States.
Where once small local land trusts dominated the conservation community, there
are now numerous national land trusts that are pushing expansive agendas and
planning at a variety of scales. These land trusts have turned to more detailed
conservation planning and threat analyses to identify the most valuable lands,
and threatened ecological communities. In an effort to increase awareness about
threat analysis and strategic conservation planning, I conducted an analysis
within two regions of Georgia: the coastal counties and the greater Atlanta area.
It was my goal to use urban land-use modeling to predict threat of land
conversion, and combine this with conservation valuation to set priorities for
biodiversity conservation in Georgia.
My approach produced urbanization trends for two land-use change
models, a multi-criteria evaluation and a neural-network analysis model, for the
14 years proceeding 2005. I determined patch level conservation values using
multiple variables, including vertebrate species richness and a number of
conservation metrics derived from literature review. The land-use change
models resulted in realistic amounts and patterns of change for both areas, but
validation of these urbanization models using urban growth between 1991-2005
produced relatively poor accuracies for the coastal counties (kappa statistics <
0.26), and fair accuracies around Atlanta (kappa statistics > 0.40). Even though
these two models performed similarly, the MCE was easier to manage and
implement then the LTM. Examination of the conservation values of habitat
patches found higher values for the coastal counties. Comparing conservation
variables between the coast and Atlanta regions there were significant
differences in species richness (p <0.05) and patch integrity (p < 0.05). When the
urban threat analysis was combined with conservation valuation in the Atlanta
region, I found that only 33 of the 570 high conservation value patches also faced
high levels of threat.
In conclusion, the multi-criteria evaluation technique showed promise as a
relatively easy way to model urbanization across a landscape and could be useful
for conservation planners across the country. In contrast the LTM was often
difficult to work with and had a steeper learning curve, which will likely hinder
any widespread use of this model. The combination of conservation valuation
with threat analysis proved to be very powerful as it drastically reduced the
number of high priority parcels and simplified choices. Conservation
practitioners should take note of these findings, for they show that simple
methods can be as powerful as more complicated techniques for conservation
prioritization and land-use modeling.
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Background
Status of Conservation
The territories of the U.S. hold a vast array of ecosystem types from
mangrove swamps in Florida, to temperate rainforest in Washington state and
fragile tundra systems in Alaska. The birth of this country came from an
expansion and westward development unprecedented in the course of human
history, but in our wake we left many ecosystems in states of distress, to the
1

point that the Natural Heritage Central Databases now lists 539 species as either
presumed or potentially extinct. In addition, of the 50,000 species that are
currently well documented, only 67% can be considered secure given their
current populations distributions (Stein and Davis 2000). In some preliminary
estimates of species’ distributions, less than 10% of endangered species occur
totally within public lands, public lands that vary greatly in the amount of
protection that they provide (Scott et al. 2001). Without a larger breadth of
conservation lands many species will be unduly stressed and may not persist
into the next century.
It has been estimated that in order to adequately conserve all of the
ecosystems in the U.S. it would cost 250 to 500 billion dollars (Shaffer et al. 2002).
However, accomplishment of this task requires not only a large amount of
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The Natural Heritage Central Database (NHCD) is the largest database of its kind, it functions as a hub of
both ecological and distribution information on species and ecosystems with data collected by state and
federal heritage programs, as well as non-profit institutions, universities, and biologists. In 2000 this
database held information on over 50,000 of the 200,000 or so species native to the United States (Stein and
Davis, 2000).
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funding, but also the appropriate planning in order to ensure that each dollar
results in the best conservation possible. At the state level, Gap Analyses have
been conducted to assess which specific ecosystems and species are under
represented within the current network of reserves, and currently regional
systems are being finished to integrate conservation priorities at the landscape
scale (Scott et al 1993, Jennings 2000). Gap analyses are a valuable first step in the
evaluation of conservation across the U.S., but they fails to address the relative
vulnerability of rare species to further habitat loss or fragmentation. One way to
assess the vulnerability of habitats is to quantify the rate of habitat loss as a result
of human development. By determining which areas have high species richness
and are facing the largest threat of habitat loss it is possible to quantify at least
part of the risk human development poses to biodiversity.
An assessment of recent human development and the threat it poses to
Georgia’s natural heritage is the proposed focus of this study. Georgia is a good
case study for the threat of human development, since it lies on the more extreme
end of development and urbanization. From 2000 to 2006, Georgia experienced a
14.4% increase in population, which is more than twice that of that national
average. Furthermore, the population density in Georgia is 161 people per square
mile, which again is more than twice the national average (U.S. Census Bureau
2006). A large population boom such as this, coupled with an already high
population density has undoubtedly exerted pressure on Georgia’s natural
ecosystems; ecosystems that rank among the most important in the U.S in terms
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of rarity, number of species, and uniqueness (Stein et al. 2000b). For these reasons
a comprehensive evaluation of conservation in Georgia is needed to provide
planners with the necessary knowledge to focus their efforts on the most
threatened and valuable areas.
One of the two main pieces involved in an evaluation of conservation is
the quantification and identification of threats. Every process that is a threat to
conservation can be broken into three components, its impact, its intensity and its
likelihood (Wilson et al. 2005). An impact is the outcome of a threat, and while
measures of past impact could help to estimate future trends, the true outcome is
not known until after the fact (Wilson et al. 2005). At a regional scale, it is
difficult to map the impact of a threatening process because detailed information
about the effect of the process must be known throughout the study area. In
terms of urbanization, impacts can include fragmentation of the landscape,
habitat destruction, soil erosion, increased run-off, air pollution, and sound
pollution, to name a few (McKinney 2002). These impacts vary greatly
depending upon both the location and type of development, which puts
measuring the impacts of urbanization beyond the scope of this study. The
second component, intensity of urbanization, can be measured by variables such
as magnitude, frequency, and duration. Urbanization is one of the longest lasting
forms of habitat loss (Stein et al. 2000a), and so frequency and duration do not
apply to this threat nearly as much as magnitude does (Wilson et al. 2005).
Magnitude of urbanization can be calculated as the amount of new urbanization
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on a landscape, but methods vary for how to predict future quantities of urban
cover. One common way to estimate the amount of future urbanization is
through the use of linear regression models, although this approach has had
varying success (Hu and Lo 2007, Schneider and Pontius 2001a). Lastly, the third
component, likelihood of transformation to urban cover, can be estimated using a
variety of land-change models (Pontius et al. 2008). These models provide
spatially explicit suitability maps that are used to predict which areas are most
likely to transition to urban cover in the near future. This was one part of threat
mapping that I thought could be reasonably predicted.
I chose urbanization as the focal threat to biodiversity conservation
because it is one of the largest threats to natural habitats and because it is easier
to measure over large scales than other surrogates for threat. I have already
mentioned some of the impacts of urbanization above, and one corollary result of
these impacts is the local extinction of many native species (Vale and Vale 1976,
Lancaster and Rees 1979, Mackin-Rogalska et al. 1988). Aside from climate
change, no other process poses a larger threat to biological systems in the U.S.
than urban sprawl (Czech et al. 2000). On top of direct impacts such as habitat
destruction and fragmentation, urban centers also introduce numerous nonnative species to the landscape, which are capable of outcompeting native
species. A common trend that one sees in urban areas is for non-native species
richness to increase with urban density and for native species richness to decline
(Blair and Launer 1997, Blair 2004, Niemela et al. 2002, Germaine and Wakeling
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2001). Lastly, urban areas tend to be very long lasting structures on the
landscape, even more so than other kinds of human development like agriculture
or timber harvest (Stein et al. 2000a). The long-term scale of urbanization means
that the impacts on biodiversity are compounded over time, and thus more
destructive. Once a new area is built up, the opportunity to keep people in
tighter urban aggregations and reduce the impact on biodiversity has already
been lost. Because of the myriad ways that urbanization degrades habitat and
threatens biodiversity I believe that it is one of the most important threats to be
able to predict. Many past efforts have focused on land-use change modeling as a
way to predict urbanization, and with this significant research as backing I
thought that predicting urbanization as a threat to biodiversity would be a
worthwhile and achievable analysis.
The second piece of evaluating conservation priorities is done through the
quantification of conservation value across a study area. There are many ways to
assess conservation value, but this project is focused on the conservation of
biodiversity, and thus conservation value of a given area is dependent upon
things such as species richness, patch size, remoteness, and connectivity to
existing reserves or other large patches. Reasons for valuing the above attributes
include: getting the most bang for each conservation dollar (Shaffer et al .2002),
limiting proximate human disturbance and edge effects (Wilcove, D. 1985,
Woodruffe and Ginsberg 1998, Sih et al. 2000), area-species extinction trends
(Terborgh 1974), and the dispersal limitations of many species. By finding
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surrogate variables for these conservation values it is possible to assess the
relative worth of various habitat patches, and rank them accordingly. When
combined with threat analysis it is then possible to identify both the most
valuable habitat patches and which of these faces the highest degree of threat in
the near future.

Modeling Land-Use Change
This study stands on the shoulders of past modeling of urbanization done
across Georgia’s landscape. M. Turner did a series of land-change analyses
during the late 1980’s that examined trends for the whole of Georgia. One of her
studies used a basic neighbor based spatial modeling technique (a rudimentary
cellular-automata approach) to predict land-use patterns of urban, agricultural,
and forest cover (Turner 1987). Unfortunately, few of her results apply to this
study since Turner’s model acted at a very coarse scale, did not include any
drivers of change, and could not address current urbanization trends. More
recent work by C.P. Lo and colleagues has addressed drivers of urbanization in
Georgia, but their work has been restricted to the area immediately surrounding
Atlanta (Hu and Lo 2007, Yang and Lo 2003, Yang and Lo 1999), while I designed
the present study to approach larger landscapes. However, their studies are of
interest because they provide insight into which variables would prove useful for
models in this study; proximity to urban centers, proximity to highways, and
population density were all important variables (Yang and Lo 2003), while the
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land cover classes of non-urban pixels, forest, bare, and agriculture, were not (Hu
and Lo 2007).
Looking beyond the state of Georgia, I found a number of studies
modeling land-use change that were applicable to my goals. A number of landuse change models have been developed in recent years, but only a few of them
have tackled the complex urban and suburban landscapes prevalent in the
United States: Sleuth (Clarke et al. 1997, Clarke and Gaydos 1998), the Land
Transformation Model (LTM) (Pijanowski et al. 2000, 2002, and 2005), Geomod2
(Pontius et al. 2001, Pontius and Malanson 2005), and a Multi-criteria Evaluation
(MCE) approach (Schneider and Pontius 2001). A recent study by Pontius et al.
(2008) compared the performance of all of the above models, except the MCE
approach, along with five others that have been used internationally. Pontius
and his colleagues did not rank the different models, but one of the most
promising and publicly accessible models was the LTM by Pijanowski et al.
(2000). In addition to applications of the model in Michigan and Minnesota, the
LTM also performed well in Albania (Pijanowski et al. 2006). The LTM studies
involved broad spatial scales with ample data. Because of the similarity of spatial
scale and the complex urban modeling done with this model, I chose to use the
LTM as one of the models for my Georgia land-use modeling.
In addition to the LTM, I chose to predict urbanization using a Multicriteria Evaluation (MCE), based on work done by Schneider and Pontius (2001).
MCE is a commonly used technique in Geospatial Information Systems (GIS), to
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provide a framework for decision-making. Fewer studies have applied MCE to
the goal of land-use modeling, as most land-use modeling approaches have been
done using logistic regression, cellular automata, or more recently neural
networks, as with LTM. Nevertheless, in a comparison study between MCE and
a logistic regression for the Ipswich watershed in Massachusetts, Schneider and
Pontius (2001) found that their MCE consistently outperformed logistic
regression for the same data set. I decided to test this technique for myself, to
provide a background for the results using LTM, and to see how well this
relatively simple approach would perform. It was my hope that this technique
would do well, and could be taken up by a larger range of conservation planners.
Finally, both the LTM and MCE techniques were appealing because they provide
two forms of output, a binary change or no-change layer, as well as a suitability
map that ranks each pixel’s suitability to change to urban. This second output
layer was essential for my analyses of threat of urban expansion across the
Georgia landscape.

Assessing Conservation Value
Conservation valuations can focus on a number of issues, including
historic buildings, local agriculture, recreation, and species habitat, all of which
are important in a multi-use environment. For my purposes, this analysis is
focused on conserving biodiversity and the habitats and landscapes that support
it. The decisions I made about which metrics to use in my analyses rested mainly
upon ecological theories about species-area trends, disturbances, edge effects,
8

metapopulations, and connectivity. The first of these theories that I wanted to
model was the species-area trend by looking at patch size. The size of a patch can
be related to a number of important trends that affect biodiversity. Most
importantly, the larger the size of a patch, the higher the diversity within that
patch will be (Connor and McCoy 1979, Diamond et al 1976, Terborgh 1974). This
is likely due to a number of factors, including the occurrence of more varied
environment and habitats that increase the beta-diversity across a landscape, the
scale of the disturbance regimes maintaining certain types of ecosystems, and the
area needed to support populations of top predators and large herbivores. By
this token, the larger the size of the patch, the more likely it is to contribute
positively to biodiversity in the region. Likewise edge effects can have a
substantial impact on biodiversity, and so I incorporated an edge metric into my
analyses. Many studies have shown that edges negatively impact interior bird
species, and decrease nesting success of forest breeding species through
parasitism and increased predation (Terborgh 1974, Brittingham and Temple
1983, Wilcove D.S. 1985, Restrepo and Gomez 1998,). In addition, edges are often
in a disturbed or degraded state, and this increases the possibility of invasive
species introduction, and can equate more edge with more marginal habitat
(Woodruffe and Ginsberg 1998, Sih et al 2000). The position of a patch on the
landscape can also greatly influence the persistence of species, as source patches
will help populate outlying areas when dispersal is relatively uninhibited.
Within a well-connected landscape, meta-populations are allowed to function
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normally; and large source populations can repopulate patches where a
disturbance has extirpated a local population. In a fragmented landscape these
local populations can go extinct, and overtime diversity across the region can
suffer. Incorporating a good metric for connectivity is difficult, since different
animals have different inhibitions and dispersal capabilities. Nevertheless, I’ve
attempted to include a simple metric of connectedness to current conservation
lands because I believe that it is extremely important for the continued
persistence of biodiversity. Lastly, I wanted to include any information I could
about the variety of environments within a patch, as different ecosystems
support different organisms and thus increase biodiversity. I attempted to do this
using information from land cover classifications. Along with a testing phase
direct estimate of species richness produced at N.C. State (Southeast Regional
GAP Analysis 2009), these were the five attributes that I chose to express the
value of a patch for preserving biodiversity.

Methods
Data and Study Area
The study was conducted in the two areas of Georgia that have
experienced the most growth in urban cover area in the last 20 years. This
includes ten coastal counties and the fifty-seven counties representing the greater
Atlanta area in the northern part of the state (Figure 1). For both the coastal
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region and the greater Atlanta study areas seven different drivers (Table 1) were
used to model change using Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE). For the neural
network, seven layers were used for the coastal counties. The drivers were
picked based on visual analysis of the landscape, and according to
recommendations of other studies on urbanization (Pijanowski et al. 2005, Yang
and Lo 2003, Hu and Lo 2007). In addition to the eight unique drivers, three
more data layers were necessary for the urbanization models: urban land cover
in 1991, urban land cover for 2005, and an exclusionary layer. A further set of
variables were used for the analysis of habitat conservation values (Table 2).
These used three additional layers as a base, a species richness layer, a
conservation lands layer, and a reclassified land cover layer from 2005.
All of the variables, conservation valuations, and MCE predictions were
processed using ArcMap 9.3 (ESRI 2008). The “distance to feature” variables
were calculated by measuring the distance for each pixel in meters to the nearest
feature. This produces continuous raster layers with pixel values expressed in
meters. For the distance to roads and distance to highway layers, the road and
highways were extracted from the same original layer based on attributes
associated with those line features. The agricultural density layer was a
calculation of the average proportion of agricultural land cover cells that fell
within a 1km radius of each pixel. In addition to the model variables it was also
necessary to create an exclusionary layer in order to keep the models from
predicting new urbanization in areas where it could not occur (Table 1). This was
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a binary layer that acted as a mask for the analyses, keeping all calculations
within areas that were deemed developable. This layer included roads from 1984,
conservation lands, railroads from 1993, urban land in 1991, and water, beaches,
salt marsh, and quarry land cover classes from 1991. For the conservation lands a
number of datasets were pulled together from various GA natural resource
agencies to have a unified layer of protected areas (Table 1).
The analysis of change between 1991 and 2005 was assessed using the
Georgia Land Use Trends land cover datasets from the above time periods
(GLUT 2008). Urban classes were isolated from other land uses, and urban pixels
from 1991 were subtracted from the urban pixels in 2005 to give a layer that
contained only the new urban pixels that were developed between 1991 and
2005. In the Coastal Counties study area there was a large discrepancy between
the urban land cover pixels in 1991 and 2005, especially around roads. I believe
that this difference was the result of the processing technique used to transform
satellite images into land cover classes, rather than actual differences in urban
cover. For this reason I chose to buffers the roads layer from the USGS to a
distance of 100m and add all of these pixels into the exclusionary layer for this
study area. This decision was a compromise because it put validation and
accuracy of the land-use change models above preciseness of urban change
between 1991 and 2005. I thought this compromise was warranted since I
believed few of the pixels discarded in this way represented actual change, but
certainly some of them did. I did not conduct this same data cleaning for the
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Greater Atlanta study area because the discrepancies between the 1991 and 2005
land cover maps were not as drastic as in the Coastal Counties study area. In
addition, the higher density of urban cover in the Greater Atlanta area meant
that any discarding of pixels in close proximity to roads would likely discard
much more actual urban development between 1991 and 2005 in this area than in
the Coastal Counties study area.

Land-Use Change Models: Multi-Criteria Evaluation
I applied two separate land-use change models to the previously
mentioned study areas. The first falls under the class of a Multi-Criteria
Evaluation model (MCE), a decision support tool that can be applied through a
GIS program (Schneider and Pontius 2001, Yang et al 2008). MCE allows the use
of fuzzy measures of membership (Jiang and Eastman 2000), permitting the
inclusion of multiple variables that cannot be reclassified using a set threshold.
For this analysis the use of the MCE was limited to predicting the location of
urbanization, not the quantity of urbanization. When using fuzzy measures of
variables the MCE works by adding up the values of each pixel for all variables.
This gives a continuous layer with each pixel having a unique weight defining its
suitability for change, or conservation or any other decision.
In this case I used MCE to produce a map containing values of suitability
of transformation to urban land cover for each cell. In this way I could select any
number of cells with the highest suitability values to become urban land cover,
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and make predictions about where urbanization is likely to occur. The first step
of MCE is the reclassification of variables to numbers that represent suitability
for transformation. For both the Greater Atlanta study area, and the Coastal
Counties study area I used two functions to create different kinds of bins (ie.
classes). I did this in order to test which type of reclassification of my variables
would produce a better final map of suitability. The first form of reclassification
involved transforming the variables linearly so that each variable would have the
same number of bins, for this model I reclassified the seven variables to 100 bins
each. The exception to this was the layer containing housing density values
because these were already classified to ten bins. A second additional step was
taken to convert agricultural density to similar values. Since the density values
ranged from 0 to 1, I reclassified these by multiplying by 100, and then rounding
each value to the nearest whole number. The second reclassification, designed to
create an even smaller number of bins, was through base ten log transformations
of the variables. Again I omitted the housing density layer from this
transformation.
With the reclassified variables set, I first calibrated the model using pixels
of new urban land cover between 1991 and 2005. Following Schneider and
Pontius (2002), I calculated the number of new urban pixels that fell within each
different bin. I then divided the number of “new urban” pixels in a bin by the
total number of pixels within that bin. In this way, each bin of each variable
received a unique weight based on the proportion of new urban pixels that were
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present. These proportions were transformed into integer weights by
multiplying by 10,000. With weights set for the bins of each variable, the final
step was to add up all of the variables within each reclassification scheme to
create four suitability maps, two for each study area. Pixels that summed to the
highest total values were most likely to transform to urban cover between 1991
and 2005.

Land-Use Change Models: The Land Transformation Model
The second land-use change model that I used was the Land
Transformation Model (Pijanowski et al. 2000). The LTM is a model that works
with an artificial neural network to produce a suitability map for change.
Unfortunately, the data set for the Greater Atlanta study area was too large to
run with the LTM, but it was employed for the Coastal Counties. The LTM works
with a back propagation, feed forward neural net, which contains one input
layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The input layer was set to have
seven nodes, one for each variable, the hidden layer also contained seven nodes,
and the output layer contained a single node for the suitability map output
(Pijanowski et al. 2005). To train the neural network, and to prevent over-fitting,
the model was only presented with every other pixel from each variable within
the study area. The neural network trains by adjusting the weights associated
with each node, in an attempt to reduce the mean squared error between the
fitted and observed values of change. Each pass through the network is referred
to as a cycle, and typically these models are trained up to 50,000 or 100,000 cycles
15

to obtain the best goodness-of-fit as assessed by Cohen’s Kappa statistic
(Pijanowski et al 2006, Cohen 1960).
There are three main outputs for the LTM. These include a suitability
map, which has continuous values for each pixel across the study area. The
second output is a binary raster of pixels predicted to change within the given
time span. These “new urban” pixels are selected because they have the highest
suitability values in the study area, and the model sets the threshold in such a
way as to select a number of “new urban” pixels equal to the number of actual
change that occurs in the time step. The third output is a summary of the
statistics from the analysis, including the mean square error, the percent correct
accuracy, and the Cohen’s Kappa statistic.

Land-Use Change Models: Accuracy Assessments
The merit of the two land-use change models were both assessed using a
percent correct metric, and Cohen’s Kappa statistic (Cohen 1960). Since the
models were calibrated to predict the urbanization between 1991 and 2005, these
accuracy assessments used the land classified as urban in 2005 as truth for
verification. For all models the predictions were made by selecting a threshold
value that would transform the continuous suitability maps into binary rasters
with each pixel set as either “new urban” or “no change”. These thresholds were
set so that the predictions would have “new change” pixels equal to the number
of pixels that actually transformed to urban cover between 1991 and 2005. The
first statistic that was used to compare predictions with actual change was the
16

percent correct metric. This statistic is equal to the percentage of pixels that were
correctly predicted to transform to urban between 1991 and 2005. This evaluation
of the models gives an idea of how well the models performed, but since
different models work on different landscapes with varying amounts of
urbanization a more standard approach is to assess them using the Kappa
statistic (Pijanowski et al. 2006). This statistic is a measure of the amount of
agreement between observed and predicted values, and it corrects for the
amount of agreement one would expect from pure chance (Cohen 1960).
The equation for Cohen’s Kappa is as follows:

(Cohen 1960)
Where po represents the proportion of pixels for which there was agreement, and
pc represents the proportion of pixels where agreement is expected by chance. It
is calculated from the summary of change produced in an error matrix, which
lists all of the possible errors between a prediction and actual change. These four
categories are, the number of pixels correctly predicted to change (a), the pixels
that were predicted to change but did not (b), the pixels that were not predicted
to change but did (c), and the pixels that were not predicted to change and did
not (d). Thus is in a simplified error matrix we have the following: Po = a + b/all,
and Pc = (a + b/all * a + c/all) + (c + d/all * b + d/all). All of the models were
assessed with both the percent correct metric and Cohen’s Kappa.
17

The final assessment of the differences between predicted and actual land
cover change was a county-by-county comparison within each study area for the
1991 to 2005 time step. This comparison was a way to evaluate the difference
between the models and actual change at a coarser spatial scale. To do this I
summed the number of change pixels for each county and divided these values
by the number of change pixels across the whole study area to get the percent
change that occurred in each county. This is a simple statistic, but it facilitates
comparison at broad spatial scales, and can identify large discrepancies between
model predictions and actual change.

Setting Conservation Values
The conservation valuation focused on attributes processed at a habitat
patch level. In the first step of this analysis I isolated the natural land cover
classes, wetlands and forest, from the other classes in the GLUT land cover map
for 2005 (NARSAL 2007). Having selected these pixels I then grouped them
according to an eight neighbor cross rule. This rule aggregates any pixels into a
single group that are adjacent in either a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal
direction. After I grouped all natural land cover classes into distinct units I then
discarded all of the patches that were less than one hundred acres in size. I did
this because my experience with land conservation has shown that areas this
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small were not suitable targets for conservation, both logistically and because
their small size adds little to biodiversity protection.
With these habitat patches identified, I then went about attributing
conservation values to them based on five variables. The first of these variables
was species richness. A beta version of a species richness layer of all vertebrate
species in Georgia was obtained from the Southeast Regional Gap Analysis at
N.C. State (SERGAP 2009). For this variable the species richness values were
averaged within each habitat patch. The second variable was a measure of
connectedness to current conservation land. This was produced using a weighted
path distance to the conservation lands layer used for the exclusionary mask in
the land-use change models. The weights for this path distance were set as 0 for
all natural land cover classes, forest and wetlands, and 10 for all human use land
cover classes, including urban and agriculture. These weights are overly
simplistic and likely fail to capture the intricacies of movement between patches
for different species, but I felt that having a general metric of connectedness to
current conservation land was better than nothing. In addition, the simplification
of animal movements is necessary, since it was beyond the scope of this analysis
to identify the movement and dispersal capabilities of all vertebrate species in
Georgia, and the ways in which different land cover classes would influence
them. The third variable, patch area, was a simple measure of the size of each
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habitat patch, calculated by summing the areas of all pixels assigned to a specific
patch. The fourth variable, core to edge ratio, was developed in two steps. The
first step involved defining the “edge” of each habitat patch; this was defined as
any pixel which fell within one hundred meters of any land cover class
representing human use, all other pixels within each patch were defined as
“core”. Next, the sum of the core pixels was divided by the sum of the edge
pixels for each patch, and this ratio was attributed to each accordingly. Finally,
the fifth variable, habitats, was defined by the number of different habitats that
each patch included. A patch was given an attribute marker if it contained both
of two habitat types, forest and wetland, which are subdivided as deciduous,
evergreen, and mixed forest, and forested or non-forested wetland in the GLUT
2005 land cover classifications (NARSAL 2007).
Since all of these variables had extremely different ranges of values, I had
to normalize them in order to give them equal weightings. The equation that I
used to normalize each variable was (x + 1 – min)/(max – min), where x is the
value being reclassified, and min and max refer to the minimum and maximum
values for each conservation variable. This equation provides a linear
normalization of each variable, and also reduces each variable to values in the
range of 0 to 1, so that they all have equal weight. To simplify the analysis, each
value was then multiplied by 1,000 in order to get these weights as integer
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values. I then used these integer values as the variables weight for each patch,
and these weights were added up for all variables within each patch in order to
get final conservation weights across the study area. The one variable for which
this normalization was not necessary was the habitats variable, which was
simply a marker for any patch that had more than one type of habitat. Any patch
that had two or more habitats received an additional score of 500. For the
purposes of the threat analysis I then selected the 570 habitat patches with the
highest conservation scores, a count of roughly 10 per county in the Greater
Atlanta study area. I did the same for the Coastal Counties, selecting the 100 top
value habitat patches to use as comparison to the conservation values in the
Greater Atlanta study area.

Quantifying Patch Level Threats
The patch level threats were determined by using the suitability values
from the most accurate land-use change model for the Greater Atlanta study
area. No threat analysis was conducted for the Coastal Counties study area
because none of the three models were sufficiently accurate to conduct such an
analysis. The most accurate model for the Greater Atlanta study area was the
linearly rescaled Multi-Criteria Evaluation with a Kappa statistic of 41.7%
agreement. Between 1991 and 2005, 632,840 acres were converted to urban land
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cover in the Greater Atlanta study area. If the rate of urbanization remains
constant, than between 2005 and 2019 another 632,840 acres would be expected
to transform to urban cover in this same landscape. Taking the suitability map
produced with the linear MCE method for the step between 1991 and 2005, I first
masked out all of the actual urban cover present in 2005. I then selected the
highest threshold that would return a binary prediction of 632,840 acres of new
urban. This layer represented the best prediction for new urban cover between
2005 and 2019, given a continuation of past urbanization trends. The threshold
that was selected to accomplish this was 8,150.
Knowing that all pixels above 8,150 would be predicted to change to
urban cover by 2019 I used this value to set the threshold for three levels of threat
for the 570 habitat patches mentioned above. First the suitability values from the
linear MCE were averaged within each of the 570 habitat patches. Then the
standard deviation of these suitability values were calculated across all patches
and averaged for all patches, giving an average standard deviation of 1,200. All
patches with average values within 1.5 stand deviations of 8,150 were classified a
highly threatened, patches with values between 1.5 and 3.0 standard deviations
below 8,150 were classified as moderately threatened, and patches with values
more than 3.0 standard deviations below 8,150 were classified as low threat.
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Results
The results of the land-use change models show realistic amounts and
patterns of change in both study areas, but especially in the Greater Atlanta
study area (eg. Figure 5 and Figure 7). The precise pixel-by-pixel predictions of
urbanization are more difficult to obtain, and validation of the models using
change between 1991 and 2005 produced relatively poor accuracies on the coast,
and fair accuracies in northern Georgia. The conservation valuations showed
interesting differences between the coast and northern Georgia (Figures 10 and
11), and the threat analysis produced a synthesis of the analysis that can help
focus conservation efforts (Figures 12 and 13).

Land-Use Modeling: Coastal Counties
I found that though there was a large degree of variation between the
different land-use change methods, the MCE approach performed as well or
better than the LTM neural network. For the Coastal County study area, the
logistic bin MCE had the best measure of accuracy, and the best Kappa statistic,
however the linear MCE prediction had very similar values (Table 3). The LTM
prediction had a lower percent correct accuracy, but a similar Kappa statistic to
the MCE models. Unfortunately, the spatial distribution of change for all of the
models at the coarse county level scale was fairly poor (Table 4). A comparison
of patch characteristics and suitability values between the MCE and LTM neural
network models shows stark contrast (Figures 2-4). The LTM neural network
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pattern of suitability is much more restricted than those predicted by the MCE
techniques. The highest values are concentrated around urban centers and roads,
with all other pixels having much lower suitability values. In contrast the MCE
techniques show higher values away from urban centers and roads, and appear
to follow a much more linear distribution away from urban centers that do the
LTM values (Figures 2-4).
One further complication I found when comparing the MCE with the LTM
neural network was data omission in the LTM output, highlighted in Figure 4. I
am unsure as to why this area has missing data, but when examining real change
data for this spot I found that very little new urbanization occurred there
between 1991 and 2005, and so I decided to keep the results of this analysis.
Nevertheless, this deletion of data by the LTM is disconcerting, and it speaks to
the difficulty of working with a black box model that is someone else’s
construction.
Overall, none of the models performed particularly well in predicting
precise past changes, since their Kappa values fell below 0.4, the cut-off proposed
by Pontius (2002) and Sousa et al. (2002) which describes poor performing
models. Unfortunately, these poor results led me to cancel the planned analysis
of threat for the Coastal Counties. I did not feel that the accuracies of any of the
models were good enough to give realistic threat scenarios, and therefore I
limited my threat analysis to the Greater Atlanta study area where the models
performed at a higher level.
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Land-Use Modeling: Greater Atlanta
Similar to the Coastal Counties results, the two MCE models for Greater
Atlanta gave very similar predictions, but performed with much higher
accuracies. The MCE log prediction had 42.0% percent correct, and a 41.7%
Kappa statistic (Table 5), and the MCE linear prediction did nearly as well with a
41.7% percent correct, and a 41.3% Kappa statistic. A coarser evaluation of the
model performance also shows fair results. We can see that on a county-bycounty basis (Table 6 and Figure 5) the models show similar amounts of change
as compared to the observed urbanization between 1990 and 2005. The values are
much closer than what was seen in the Coastal Counties, and they are close
enough that the model appears to be relatively well validated. Some of the
discrepancies are more distinct in certain counties than others, including Cobb,
Henry, DeKalb, and Paulding. The spatial distributions of change for the
suitability maps and the binary predictions were relatively similar between the
MCE linear and log predictions (Figures 6 and 7), although the log predictions
appear to stretch high suitability values further away from urban centers and
roads than does the linear prediction.
Within the validation analysis these two models for Greater Atlanta had a
higher level of accuracy than the Coastal Counties models did. The Kappa
values, both above 0.40, fall within the category of fair model predictions as
proposed by Pontius (2002) and Sousa et al. (2002). With these better accuracy
results and the decent results of the comparison at broader spatial scales (Figure
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5) I concluded that these predictions would be useful for describing threats to
biodiversity and conservation in the Greater Atlanta study area.

Conservation Valuations: Greater Atlanta and Coastal Counties
The quantification of conservation value for habitat patches found
interesting differences between the two Georgia study areas. In the Coastal
Counties study area, the value of the habitat patches were consistently higher
than in the Greater Atlanta study area. In Greater Atlanta conservation values
ranged from 2,612 to 13,860 (Figure 8), whereas in the Coastal habitat patches
values ranged from 2,779 to 16,523 (Figure 9). To create a better comparison
between the two sites I extracted a number of patches equal to ten times the
number of counties for each study area, 100 on the coast (Figure 10) and 570
around Atlanta (Figure 11). The threshold value to extract the top 570 habitat
patches for the Greater Atlanta area was 11,515, which is almost 2,000 points
lower than the 13,385 threshold used for the Coastal Counties. When the 11,515
threshold was applied to the Coastal Counties study area it resulted in the
selection of 432 habitat patches, which is over three quarters the number selected
for Greater Atlanta, in an area less than one quarter the size. These differences in
conservation values were explored more thoroughly using paired t-Tests of
means between the conservation metric values of the Coastal Counties, and those
for Greater Atlanta. I found that two of the metrics had statistically significant
differences (p < 0.05), species richness and core-to-edge ratio. None of the other
three metrics had significant deviations for the two study areas.
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Threat Analysis: Greater Atlanta
The results of the threat analysis returned three levels of threat for the 570
habitat patches with the highest conservation values in the Greater Atlanta study
area (Figure 12). Of the 570 habitat patches, only 33 were classified as highly
threatened, 208 were classified as moderately threatened, and 354 were classified
as low threat. The conservation values for these three levels of threat had very
similar ranges. The patches classified as highly threatened had conservation
values ranging from 10,777 – 13,480, the patches classified as moderately
threatened had conservation values ranging from 10,789 – 13,579, and the low
threat patches had conservation values ranging from 10,765 – 13,166. This shows
that the patches with the highest amount of threat are not necessarily the patches
with lower conservation values. A closer look at conservation priorities around
Athens, GA (Figure 13) shows that the highly threatened patches in this area are
all close to larger urban centers, however many of the moderately threatened
patches are also near large urban centers, and some of the low threat patches are
as well.

Discussion
Land-use modeling is an important planning tool for a variety of reasons,
which include creating alternative scenarios of future development and
increasing understanding of key drivers behind land use change (Veldkamp and
Lambin 2001). In this analysis land-use modeling was performed in order to
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accomplish a more specific task, the quantification of threats to biodiversity. The
outcome of this analysis was admirable, as it produced spatially explicit
estimates of patch level threats. However, this analysis focused on one aspect of
the land-use change output, further analysis of how urbanization affects
landscape fragmentation and analysis of the shape and sizes of urbanization
could be important components of understanding the way landscapes change
over time. Regardless, the results of this analysis show that land-used modeling
can be successfully applied to threat analysis, and that better conservation
prioritization can be achieved in the process.

Land-Use Change Models: Study Area Differences
One of the main differences between the Greater Atlanta and Coastal
Counties study areas was the amount of new urban cover between 1991 and
2005. In the Greater Atlanta study area there was a 5.6% increase in the amount
of urban land cover between 1991 and 2005, while in the Coastal Counties there
was only a 1.9% increase in urban cover. This difference in the amount of urban
cover can have a profound impact on the accuracy of the models. A pilot study in
the Coastal Counties was conducted for the years between 2000 and 2005, and
the difference in urban change was naturally lower than between 1991 and 2005.
Testing of this pilot study gave very poor accuracies, and I attributed this to the
very small amounts of change that the model was trying to predict. If there is not
a substantial amount of change on the landscape, then the ability of the analysis
to detect trends and model them appropriately becomes very difficult.
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Pijanowski et al. (2006) propose a simple explanation of this trend, where
landscapes with small amounts of well dispersed change are the hardest to
model, and landscapes with large amounts of clumped change are the easiest.
The change that occurred within the Coastal Counties between 1991 and 2005
was on the difficult end of this spectrum, small amounts of dispersed change.
Conversely, the urbanization occurring in the Greater Atlanta study area
between 1991 and 2005 was larger in scope, and more clumped, especially in
close proximity to Atlanta. It therefore appears that the difference in accuracies
between these two areas is the result of the type of change itself, rather than a
flaw in the Coastal Counties model. This is important because it shows that not
all landscapes can be modeled accurately.

Land-Use Change Models: Comparing MCE and LTM
Let me begin by saying that comparison of the two models is regrettably
constrained by my inability to produce an LTM prediction for the Greater
Atlanta study area. The study area proved too large in extent, and the processing
power and memory of the computers at my disposable were insufficient to
handle the necessary amount of data to complete the predictions accurately. That
said, the performance of the two models, MCE and LTM, were surprisingly
similar in accuracy, despite being distinct in the spatial arrangement of
urbanization predictions. In addition, the accuracies within the two MCE
approaches, linear and logarithmic binning of variables, also had very close
agreement.
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The accuracies of all of the models agreed to such a degree that it seems
likely that the variables chosen to predict changes in urbanization are more
important than the models themselves. Originally, my calibration of the MCE
models for the Greater Atlanta area only included six variables, omitting distance
to lakes and ponds from my analysis. With this initial model I received
accuracies that were far worse than my final model, with Kappa statistic
agreement between 20 – 30%. The simple addition of distance to lakes and ponds
increased the accuracy significantly, with my final log MCE model performing
with a Kappa statistic agreement of 41.7%. In this respect I felt that the way that I
approached the land-use change modeling was lacking, and as mentioned
previously it may have helped to do a preliminary analysis with a logistic
regression.
Another problem with the LTM is that it is for all intents a black box for
the majority of potential users. This might not be such a problem for the model if
it was a more commercial, with a comprehensive support system, but it is not.
The model itself has a substantial learning curve, and if things go wrong the user
is left with few avenues for remedy. I highlighted some discrepancies between
the LTM output and the MCE outputs for the Coastal Counties study area
(Figure 4), which are hard to decipher. The fact that the LTM omitted significant
parts of the study area from analysis is puzzling, and to go through days of
waiting for an output only to find that it is corrupted is certainly frustrating.
Previous models that I ran on the coast did not have this problem, and after
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double-checking my input variables and other layers, I could not readily find any
error from my side of the analysis. Unfortunately, while I think the capabilities of
the LTM are strong, I believe that this model is currently too cumbersome for
widespread application.
In contrast, the MCE performed quite well, and is relatively
straightforward in application. As previously mentioned, the inaccuracies
associated with the model on the Coastal Counties may be more of a result of the
large landscape and the relatively small amount of change, rather than a failure
of the model itself. This is evident in the similar Kappa values between the MCE
and the LTM. This is not to say that the MCE is simple to practice. There is
certainly some amount of GIS training that is necessary to be able to build the
proper model, but it involves mostly simple functions, and does not require
much more difficulty than the LTM requires for data preparation. The fact that
the MCE performed so well at large spatial scales suggests that it is a robust
technique, and I would hope to see it used more frequently in order to get a
better sense of its performance level.

Land-Use Change Models: Agreement with Past Studies
The only other known application of the MCE approach to land-use
modeling was conducted by Schneider and Pontius (2001). This study attempted
to model deforestation in the Ipswich watershed between 1985 and 1991.
Comparisons with this study are difficult because the area modeled in my
analyses are exponentially larger than the Ipswich watershed, and because their
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accuracies were dependent upon predicting both the location and quantity of
change. The best kappa statistic that they produced for agreement in the location
of change was 11.6%. This is far below the kappa statistics for both the study
areas in my analysis, which is significant because the amount of deforestation
that they were trying to predict represented 2.1% of the landscape, a number in
between the two percentages of urban change seen in my two study areas. The
major similarity found between Schneider and Pontius (2001) and this study is
that both used two methods for reclassifying variables before implementing the
MCE. Schneider and Pontius used a small and large variable reclassification
technique, and they found that the large bins produced the highest accuracies. I
used a linear and a logarithmic reclassification technique, with the linear bins
being much smaller than the logarithmic bins. I also found that the larger bins
(log) had higher accuracies than the smaller bins (linear), but the differences in
accuracy were quite small. More important than accuracy, the way that variables
are binned at the start may significantly affect the pattern of change on the
landscape. This analysis goes beyond the study by Schneider and Pontius in that
it makes a comparison to the LTM, this analysis also has higher accuracies, and it
models land-use change at a much larger scale.
There have been many more studies conducted with the LTM than with
the MCE land-use model, but all have come from the creator of the model Bryan
Pijanowski at the Purdue lab. This analysis did not achieve the accuracies found
in past applications (Pijanowski et al. 2002, 2005, and 2006). The lowest kappa
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statistic found in these studies was 58%, whereas the application of this model in
the Coastal Counties achieved a kappa of 25.1% agreement. One of the main
differences between the calibration of the LTM in this study and in the
Pijanowski studies is the difference in the number of cycles run. All of the
Pijanowski studies were run past 100,000 cycles, while this study was limited to
25,000 runs. In Pijanowski et al. (2005) they show that the LTM can fall into a
local minima solution within the first 50,000 or so cycles, and to achieve the
highest accuracies the model must be run to at least 100,000 cycles. Therefore it is
likely that the Kappa statistic of 25.1% achieved in this study would be improved
if the model could have been run through a higher number of cycles.
Nevertheless the model did well with a small amount of change, matching the
results produced by the MCE.

Land-Use Change Models: Implementation Difficulties
The most difficult part of this analysis was optimization and calibration of
the two land-use modeling techniques. The difficulty can be summarized as two
central issues of model accuracy for any predictions. The first of these is that
disagreements between datasets can confound the analysis by misrepresenting
change. In this analysis the two land-cover datasets, from 1991 and 2005,
confounded identification of true change because urban cover was not analogous
between the two. Even though the Georgia Land Use Trend researchers used the
same techniques to classify both images, it appears that differences, possibly in
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the amount of leaves on the trees, and overestimation of urban in 2005 caused
there to be significant anomalies in urban land cover between the two years,
especially along roads. On the coast it was possible to remove some of this
disagreement without changing the analysis much. Urbanization on the coast
was more disparate and this meant that eliminating urban pixels around roads
was less likely to include actual change in urban land cover between the two
years. In the Greater Atlanta study area the differences between the two years
was not as drastic; however, overestimation of urban around roads was more
difficult to correct. This was due to the dense urban populations, in which
elimination of urban pixels around roads would have meant elimination of many
actual urban pixels in the hearts of cities and towns. It is unrealistic to assume
that two temporally separate land cover classifications will agree perfectly, and
certainly the problems I faced in this analysis are comparable to difficulties that
other researchers have had with inconsistent classifications of remotely sensed
data.
The second essential part of calibrating an accurate land-use change
model is the selection of input variables. For this analysis I relied mainly on
literature review to decide my input variables, along with visual analysis of the
landscape. This seemed to work fairly well, but I believe that some of my
variables were redundant and I had no good way of telling this within my
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analysis. The best way to know which variables are describing the majority of the
variation in land-use change would be through a logistic regression. While
logistic regression is not spatial in nature, it provides information about which
input variables explain the most variance, and could simplify the calibration of a
final model. Using a logistic regression to analyze variables before creating a
final land-use model could be a very powerful and fast way to get good results.
This could save time in the long run, and produce a more accurate model as well,
in addition to the added information a regression provides about which variables
are ‘driving’ land-use change.
Another way that the model could be improved is through the addition of
input variables that go beyond environmental conditions. More recent land-use
models have used explicit economic variables to help predict changes on the
landscape (Irwin and Geoghegan 20010. However, while the addition of
economic metrics can improve the accuracy of a model, it is often difficult to
acquire the necessary data at a fine spatial scale. As data about parcel ownership,
zoning status, and income become more widely available this approach will
undoubtedly strengthen current land-use modeling techniques.

Conservation Value Choices
The conservation valuations presented in this analysis were intended to
serve more as a model for the identification of conservation priorities rather than
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a definitive selection of the best habitat patches in Georgia. I believe that some of
the variables used to identify conservation value are more important, and
accurate than others, but this was not accounted for in my prioritization. The
variables patch size and core-to-edge ratio are probably the most robust
variables, as they make fewer assumptions than a variable like quantification of
connectivity. The variable I used to quantify connectedness to current protected
areas lacks power in two ways. First, the true connectivity for habitat patches
across the landscape is rendered overly simplistic in the context of a GIS system
that can only distinguish between six different types of natural land cover, and
which completely lacks and information about animal movement. Interactions
between organisms and their environment are extremely complex, made evident
by the fact that many biologists spend their entire life understanding one species
and its connection to a landscape. Thus, any attempt to quantify connectivity
accurately for more than one organism at a time is bound to be insufficient. In
this respect the simple weighted cost distance approach employed here may be
an advantage because it does not try to describe too much. Instead, it relies on
simple interpretations of what will be the easiest cover types for an animal to
move through (natural vs. human dominated), which likely hold true as
generalizations for a majority of species. The second way in which this variable
lacks power is that it fails to account for differences in the types of protected
areas within Georgia, or the size of these protected areas. Different types of
protected areas offer vastly different forms of protection for the ecosystems and
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organisms within them, and incorporating this type of knowledge into a
conservation valuation would certainly make it more powerful.
Another variable that I did not feel especially confident about was the
species richness layer. While regional differences in species richness are likely to
be well represented in such a layer, it is hard to believe this data set can
accurately distinguish differences in species richness at a 30x30 m resolution.
Remotely sensed and modeled data will never replace on-the-ground knowledge
about the communities and organisms found in the field. Models of species
richness are important for identifying areas of potentially high biodiversity, but
actual surveys of these areas should be made before any decisions about quality
of a specific patch can be made.
This leads into what I think are probably the two most important
considerations when evaluating conservation values: clear goals and familiarity.
The goals of this study were to take a stab at evaluating the potential for habitat
patches to preserve biodiversity. However, the approach I took was very general
because I lacked knowledge and familiarity with Georgia’s ecosystems. In the
same way that it is important to identify threats to conservation, it is equally
important to know which species are already threatened and have increasingly
vulnerable populations. Being able to include more precise information about
conservation priorities and values can only improve an analysis, especially when
the goal is conservation of one or a number of endangered species.
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Threat Analysis in Practice
The threat analysis of the Greater Atlanta study area achieved success in
differentiating between habitat patches facing varying degrees of threat. Having
a way to quantify threat, and place it within a conservation prioritization
framework can drastically change the way conservation is practiced. Notable is
the fact that the choices between conservation of high value patches can be
significantly reduced when threat is included. When working with a limited
budget it is essential for conservation groups to target their funds at areas that
are in need of protection rather than wasting dollars on places that are likely to
remain relatively undisturbed for a long period of time.
I explicitly focused this threat analysis on urbanization and its effects on
biodiversity conservation, but there are many other threats that can and should
be explored and modeled. A model such as this could be expanded to include
parcel level information about zoning restrictions, or other considerations could
be overlaid on top of this analysis to include factors like expansion of invasive
species communities, likelihood of catastrophic wildfire, or climate change
scenarios. As in the identification of conservation values, the addition of more
information about threats allows conservation planners and decision makers to
construct more robust solutions for preserving our natural heritage.
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In conclusion, this study highlights a number of important pieces of
conservation prioritization and threat analysis. First among these is the
demonstration that simple methods for modeling land-use change (MCE) can be
as accurate as more complicated techniques (LTM). Furthermore, these simple
techniques achieve accuracies which are high enough to conduct patch level
threat analyses. This study also provides an important lesson in threat analysis
and prioritization, by spotlighting the high conservation value habitat patches
that are also under high levels of threat. Lastly, it shows that the conservation
landscape may be less complicated than we think because few of the thousands
of significant habitat patches actually face threat to development and human
intrusion.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Land-Use Change Model Input Variables

Variable

MCE
Coastal
Counties

MCE
Greater
Atlanta

LTM

√

√

√

Distance to
Roads
Distance to
Town Centers
Distance to
Highways

Exclusionary
Layer

Base Layer

Source

√

Roads 1984

USGS 1989

√

√

Cities 2004

USGS 2004

√

√

√

USGS 1989

√

√

√

Roads 1984
Housing
Density 1990

Theobald 2005

Housing Density
Distance to
Urban
Agricultural
Density
Distance to
Lakes and Ponds
Distance to
Shore

√

√

√

GLUT 1991

NARSAL 2007

√

√

√

GLUT 1991
NHD Water
Bodies

NARSAL 2007
USGS NHD
2008

√

GLUT 1991

NARSAL 2007

Urban 2005

√

√

√

GLUT 2005

NARSAL 2007

Urban 1991

√

√

√

√

GLUT 1991

NARSAL 2007

Roads

√

Roads 1984

USGS 1989

Railroads
Water/Quarries/
Beach/Salt
Marsh

√

Railroads 1984

GDT 1997

√

GLUT 1991

Protected Areas

√

GA Protected
Areas

NARSAL 2007
GNHP 2003a,
2003b, 2003c,
2005, 2006a,
2006b, GDNR
2008a, 2008b,
2008c

√
√

Table 2. Conservation Valuation Input Variables

Variable

Base Layer

Source

Species Richness

Vertebrate Species Richness

Weighted Cost Distance
to Protected Areas

GLUT 2005,
and GA Protected Areas

Core to Edge Ratio

GLUT 2005

Southeast Regional GAP Analysis 2009
NARSAL 2007, GNHP 2003a, 2003b,
2003c, 2005, 2006a, 2006b, GDNR
2008a, 2008b, 2008c
NARSAL 2007

Patch Area

GLUT 2005

NARSAL 2007

Habitats

GLUT 2005

NARSAL 2007
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Table 3. Error Matrices for change predictions in the Coastal Counties study area using MCE and LTM
neural net (1991-2005). Shown as proportions of the total study area.
MCE Log Scaling

Observed
Values

MCE Linear Scaling

LTM Neural Network

Change
Prediction

No Change
Prediction

Change
Prediction

No Change
Prediction

Change
Prediction

No Change
Prediction

Change

0.005

0.014

0.005

0.014

0.004

0.012

No Change

0.014

0.968

0.014

0.968

0.011

0.972

Percent accuracies: Log scaling = 25.5%, Linear scaling = 24.4%, LTM = 20.4%.
Kappa Stastics: Log scaling = 25.3%, Linear scaling = 24.1%, LTM = 25.1%.

Table 4. County comparisons of MCE and Neural Network predictions to actual urbanization between 1991 and
2005 for Coastal Counties study area, Georgia.

Coastal Counties Study Area
Real Change
County
Chatham
Wayne
Glynn
Camden
Effingham
Brantley
Liberty
Bryan
Long
McIntosh
Totals

Acres
1529
2527
4533
10469
4675
5417
3183
806
894
3196
37230

Percent
4.11%
6.79%
12.18%
28.12%
12.56%
14.55%
8.55%
2.17%
2.40%
8.58%
-

Neural Net Prediction
Acres
78
1555
3431
11074
2157
3636
3003
295
270
3600
29,099

MCE Log Prediction

Percent
0.27%
5.34%
11.79%
38.06%
7.41%
12.49%
10.32%
1.01%
0.93%
12.37%
-

Acres
395
1956
4127
14032
2781
5392
4856
1001
861
2323
37725

MCE Prediction

Percent
1.05%
5.18%
10.94%
37.20%
7.37%
14.29%
12.87%
2.65%
2.28%
6.16%

Acres
409
1905
4138
14241
2442
5543
4852
1103
1370
1991
37995

Percent
1.08%
5.02%
10.89%
37.48%
6.43%
14.59%
12.77%
2.90%
3.60%
5.24%
-

Table 5. Error Matrices for change predictions in the Greater Atlanta study area using MCE and LTM neural
net (1991-2005). Shown as proportions of the total study area.
MCE Log Scaling

Observed
Values

MCE Linear Scaling

Change
Prediction

No Change
Prediction

Change
Prediction

No Change
Prediction

Change

0.023

0.032

0.023

0.032

No Change

0.032

0.912

0.033

0.912

Percent accuracies: Log scaling = 42.0%, Linear scaling = 41.7%.
Kappa Stastics: Log scaling = 41.7%, Linear scaling = 41.3%.
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Table 6. County comparisons of MCE predictions to actual urbanization between 1991 and 2005, in the Greater
Atlanta study area of Georgia.

Greater Atlanta Study Area
County
Gwinnett
Fulton
Cobb
Henry
DeKalb
Cherokee
Forsyth
Hall
Paulding
Clayton
Coweta
Bartow
Carroll
Douglas
Newton
Fayette
Walton
Jackson
Floyd
Whitfield
Barrow
Troup
Habersham
Rockdale
Walker
Gordon
Clarke
Murray
Catoosa
Oglethorpe
Polk
Elbert
Oconee
Franklin
Madison
Spalding
White
Haralson
Morgan
Dawson
Meriwether
Hart
Stephens
Banks
Pickens
Union
Gilmer
Lumpkin
Chattooga
Lamar
Fannin

Real Change
Acres
Percent
55405
8.75%
50010
7.90%
44167
6.98%
28945
4.57%
26269
4.15%
21706
3.43%
20408
3.22%
18985
3.00%
18336
2.90%
16451
2.60%
15525
2.45%
15135
2.39%
15048
2.38%
14241
2.25%
13080
2.07%
11564
1.83%
11491
1.82%
11437
1.81%
10997
1.74%
10785
1.70%
9413
1.49%
8919
1.41%
8712
1.38%
8050
1.27%
7631
1.21%
7624
1.20%
7312
1.16%
7276
1.15%
7030
1.11%
6502
1.03%
6027
0.95%
5973
0.94%
5966
0.94%
5840
0.92%
5832
0.92%
5776
0.91%
5738
0.91%
5486
0.87%
5289
0.84%
5274
0.83%
5014
0.79%
4782
0.76%
4769
0.75%
4635
0.73%
4554
0.72%
4488
0.71%
4474
0.71%
4273
0.68%
3753
0.59%
3521
0.56%
3320
0.52%

MCE Prediction
Acres
Percent
57242
8.94%
57698
9.01%
54987
8.58%
18874
2.95%
39724
6.20%
17254
2.69%
13750
2.15%
20136
3.14%
11852
1.85%
21281
3.32%
13761
2.15%
11091
1.73%
16450
2.57%
13260
2.07%
10555
1.65%
15338
2.39%
10473
1.63%
10601
1.65%
9301
1.45%
10570
1.65%
8465
1.32%
10225
1.60%
9817
1.53%
9774
1.53%
8781
1.37%
6112
0.95%
10960
1.71%
4949
0.77%
7000
1.09%
3184
0.50%
6406
1.00%
4108
0.64%
5668
0.88%
5163
0.81%
5564
0.87%
7561
1.18%
5259
0.82%
6706
1.05%
4547
0.71%
2482
0.39%
5446
0.85%
6124
0.96%
6278
0.98%
2961
0.46%
4625
0.72%
4392
0.69%
4760
0.74%
3349
0.52%
4450
0.69%
3784
0.59%
4866
0.76%

MCE Log Prediction
Acres
Percent
56425
8.91%
57461
9.08%
54700
8.64%
18382
2.90%
39673
6.27%
17411
2.75%
13360
2.11%
19512
3.08%
11487
1.81%
20811
3.29%
13717
2.17%
11289
1.78%
16100
2.54%
12929
2.04%
10197
1.61%
15218
2.40%
9891
1.56%
10161
1.60%
9747
1.54%
10611
1.68%
8010
1.27%
10170
1.61%
9308
1.47%
9704
1.53%
8925
1.41%
6317
1.00%
10658
1.68%
5191
0.82%
6882
1.09%
3280
0.52%
6466
1.02%
4070
0.64%
5543
0.88%
5142
0.81%
5709
0.90%
7457
1.18%
4984
0.79%
6496
1.03%
4478
0.71%
2460
0.39%
5285
0.83%
5977
0.94%
6005
0.95%
3053
0.48%
4680
0.74%
4293
0.68%
4846
0.77%
3309
0.52%
4493
0.71%
3740
0.59%
4687
0.74%
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County
Butts
Heard
Pike
Rabun
Jasper
Dade
Heard
Pike
Towns
Totals

Real Change
Acres
Percent
3186
0.50%
2751
0.43%
2668
0.42%
3155
0.50%
3094
0.49%
2919
0.46%
2751
0.43%
2668
0.42%
1832
0.29%
632841
-

MCE Prediction
Acres
Percent
3895
0.61%
1353
0.21%
2801
0.44%
4553
0.71%
3723
0.58%
3450
0.54%
1353
0.21%
2801
0.44%
2862
0.45%
640600
-

MCE Log Prediction
Acres
Percent
3755
0.59%
1517
0.24%
2668
0.42%
4632
0.73%
3621
0.57%
3346
0.53%
1517
0.24%
2668
0.42%
2872
0.45%
633112
-
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Study Area Overview
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Figure 1. The coastal counties (red), and greater Atlanta counties (blue) that acted as study areas for the analysis
in Georgia.
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MCE Log Predictions
of Growth (1991-2005)
This prediction of growth has
a percent accuracy of 25.5%
and Kappa Stat of 25.3%.
No Change
Predicted Urban
0

2
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16
Miles

Urban 1991

Excluded Areas
Water
Marsh

Suitability Weights
High : 8090

Low : 82

0
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2/28/2009
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9 Miles

Ü

10

5

0
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Figure 2. MCE log predictions of urban change between 1991 and 2005, showing suitability values and binary
predictions at a threshold of 3,475, Coastal Counties study area.
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MCE Predictions
of Growth (1991-2005)
This prediction of growth has
a percent accuracy of 24.4%
and Kappa Stat of 24.1%.
No Change
Predicted Urban
0
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Figure 3. MCE linear predictions of urban change between 1991 and 2005, showing suitability values and binary
predictions at a threshold of 2,600, Coastal Counties study area.
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Figure 4. LTM Neural Network predictions of urban change between 1991 and 2005, showing suitability values
and binary predictions at a threshold of 11,350, Coastal Counties study area.
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Totals
Towns
Pike
Heard
Dade
Jasper
Rabun
Butts
Fannin
Lamar
Chattooga
Lumpkin
Gilmer
Union
Pickens
Banks
Stephens
Hart
Meriwether
Dawson
Morgan
Haralson
White
Spalding
Madison
Franklin
Oconee
Elbert
Polk
Oglethorpe
Catoosa
Murray
Clarke
Gordon
Walker
Rockdale
Habersham
Troup
Barrow
Whitfield
Floyd
Jackson
Walton
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Newton
Douglas
Carroll
Bartow
Coweta
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Figure 5. Predictions and actual values of percent land cover change to urban, by county, 1991-2005.
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10.00%

Figure 6. MCE log predictions of urban change between 1991 and 2005, showing suitability values and binary
predictions at a threshold of 8,150, Greater Atlanta study area.
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Figure 7. MCE linear predictions of urban change between 1991 and 2005, showing suitability values and binary
predictions at a threshold of 9,300, Greater Atlanta study area.
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and a Kappa Stat of 41.3%.
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Figure 8. Conservation values associated with all habitat patches over 100 acres, Greater Atlanta study area.
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Figure 9. Conservation values associated with all habitat patches over 100 acres, Coastal Counties study area.
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Figure 10. The five hundred-seventy habitat patches with the top conservation values for the Greater Atlanta study area.
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Figure 11. The one hundred habitat patches with the top conservation values for the Coastal Counties study area.
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Figure 13
Figure 12. Detail of threat analysis and conservation prioritization for the Greater Atlanta study area.
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Figure 13. Detail of threat analysis and conservation prioritization for the area surrounding Athens, GA.
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